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ABSTRACT:- Cystic fibrosis (CF) is the most common lethal inheritable disease in Caucasians [1]. The primary
contributors to the high morbidity and mortality in CF are the chronic respiratory infections caused by bacterial
pathogens [2]. The predominant CF pathogen is Pseudomonas aeruginosa, and over 90% of CF patients eventually
become colonized with this organism [3]. A classical feature of P. aeruginosa strains infecting CFpatients is that
they mutate into the mucoid, exopolysaccharide alginate-overproducing form, in a process referred to as conversion
to the mucoid phenotype [4]. The conversion of Pseudomonas aeruginosa to the mucoid phenotype coincides with
the establishment of chronic respiratory infections in cystic fibrosis (CF). A major pathway of conversion to
mucoidy in clinical strains of P. aeruginosa is dependent upon ctivation of the alternative sigma factor AlgU (P.
aeruginosa _E) [5]. At the genetic level, the conversion to mucoidy in P. aeruginosaoccurs via mutations in a cluster
of genes encoding the alternative sigma factor AlgU [6], also known as AlgT [7, 8], and an array of AlgU regulators:
MucA, MucB, MucC, and MucD [9, 10, 11, 12].
Extracytoplasmic function (ECF) sigma factors constitute a diverse family of proteins, within the class of the sigma
70 subunit of RNA polymerase.
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I. BACKGROUND

Pseudomonas aeruginosa is an opportunistic
pathogen that causes chronic infections in Cystic
Fibrosis patients. Frequent nosocomial infections are
caused by this pathogen. Many clinical isolates in
particular from Cystic fibrosis patients exhibit a
mucoid phenotype. This is due to copious production
of the polysaccharide alginate. Alginate is an
important virulence determinant for Pseudomonas 
aeruginosa. It is believed that it inhibits phagocytosis
and potentially limits antibiotic efficacy due to
limited antibiotic penetration. We have been
interested in understanding the regulation and
production of alginate in P. aeruginosa. AlgT is a
member of the ECF subfamily of sigma factors. It has
been shown to control expression from the 18 kb
biosynthetic operon for alginate. Members of the
ECF family of sigma factors exist in a diverse group
of organisms where they respond to various forms of
extra cytoplasmic stimuli.

II. PROMOTER MAPPING OF AlgT (ECF
SUB FAMILY OF SIGMA FACTOR)

The extracytoplasmic function (ECF) sigma factors
are found in a diverse range of bacteria and many are
activated to transcribe their regulons in response to a
change in environmental conditions [13]. For
example, ECF sigma factors regulate iron uptake and
heat-shock responses in Escherichia coli [14],
alginate biosynthesis and exotoxin secretion in

Pseudomonas aeruginosa [15], carotenoid
biosynthesis in Myxococcus Xanthus [16] and
expression of the thioredoxin system in response to
oxidative stress in Streptomyces coelicolor [17]. Here
I present a proteomic analysis to examine the regulon
for AlgT. We have identified and demonstrated that
dsbA is under transcriptional control of AlgT. I
present here characterization of this gene and
additional potential components of the AlgT
regulons.

There is a recursive program to find the AlgT
promoter region in nucleotide sequence. This
algorithm compute the sub sequence(s) – s(S1, S2, . . . 
, Sn) present in sequence (S) with pattern in which
sequence start with pattern of AlgT promoter and end
with Stop codon (TAA / TAG / TGA). The pattern
of promoter is –
XXXXXX……XXX[XXXX]X……XXX……Stop.
In this pattern X represents nucleotide base pair - A,
C, T, and G. In this pattern the first gap should be 16
or 17 base pairs long, second gap should be 4 to 10
base pairs long and the third gap is up to any number
of base pairs with multiplication of 3 (triplet codon
for protein synthesis) followed by Stop codon. The
minimum length of initial pattern for mapping is 37.

Let S be a sequences in which we want to find out the
presence of promoter region. To compute the same,
we must first need to check the length of sequence S
larger than minimum length of pattern. If found then
proceed the process to find pattern of promoter
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region. First we need to find the presence of first,
second, and third sub strings of patter in entire length
of given nucleotide sequence and then if found then
need to find the position of the presence of respective
string. Let the position be p1, p2, and p3 respectively.
Now we need to find the gap length between p1 & p2

and p2 & p3. Let the respective gap be g1 and g2. If
the first gap length (g1) is equal to 16 or 17 and the

second gap length (g2) is between 4 to 10, then we
need to find Stop codon after p3. If Stop codon
present then the substring from the initial position of
p1 to stop codon is the sub sequence s(S1) which
promote the sigma factor for ECF sub family. Now
recursively we find the next sub sequences s( S2, S3. . 
. . . , Sn) in new string left after stop codon position.

Algorithm Promoter Mapping of AlgT - ECF Subfamily
Input: nucleotide sequence (S)
Output: Position and Subsequence of AlgT - P(S)
pro_seq1 xxxxxx
pro_seq2 xxx[xxxx]x
pro_seq3 xxx
pro_seq pro_seq1, pro_seq2, pro_seq3
min_length length of AlgT Sequence pattern
new_seq S
l length of S
for k l to min_length do

if length(new_seq) > min_length then
new_seq promap (new_seq)

promap (new_seq)
for j 1 to 3 do

indices[j] push (indices[j], position(new_seq, pro_seq[j]) – len(pro_seq[j]))
for i 0 to indices[0] do

for j 0 to indices[1] do
p1 indices[0][i] + 1
p2 indices[1][j] + 1
if p1 < p2 and flag1 = false then g1 p2 - p1 – len(pro_seq[0]

if g1 = 16 or g1 = 17 then flag1 true
if flag1 = true then

for k 0 to indices[2] do
p3 indices[2][k] + 1
if p2 < p3 and flag2 = false then g2 p3 - p2 - len(pro_seq[2]
if g2 >= 4 and g2 <= 10 then flag2 true

if flag2 = true then
for j (p3+2) to length(new_seq) do step 3

if subsequence(new_seq, j, 3) = Stop Codon then p4 j
result_seq subsequence (new_seq, p1 - 1, p4 - p1 + 4)

return subsequence(new_seq, p4)

Figure 1: An algorithm for promoter mapping of AlgT (ECF sub family of sigma factor)

Time complexity:

The time complexity of this programming operation
depends on the length of genomic sequences. To see
this, first we need to match all three pattern of
subsequence part of promoter and make a separate

list of positions of their presence in entered
nucleotide sequence. This is the dominant term in the
time complexity. Now we need to match pairs of
such positions in which gap g1 and g2 of required
length present. After getting the gaps, we need to find
stop codon just after third subsequence at interval of
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tinplate codon. If found then we can say that
promoter region present otherwise not present in
nucleotide sequence. After getting the pattern of
promoter region, we start to search next promoter
region with making a new nucleotide sequence (part
of original nucleotide sequence after stop codon of
previous pattern).

Let we are entering the nucleotide sequence of length
l base pairs log. Total list of positions found for all
three subsequences of pattern is p1[n1], p2[n2], and
p3[n3] respectively. The sum of all searches is
computed as –

l x 6 + l x 5 + l x 3……………… (i)

Out of these positions only one from each
subsequence is responsible to make a single pattern
for promoter mapping. Now we need to perform
number of all possible matches to get proper required
gaps g1 and g2 between two successive sub sequences
of promoter region by getting positions from n1, n2,
and n3. The sum of all possible comparisons can be
computed as –

n1 x n2 x n3………………..………..(ii)

The above all possible search can be computed in
closed form as follows –

[(l x 6 + l x 5 + l x 3) + (n1 x n2 x n3)]……. (iii)

If gap g1 of proper length found, then we find gap g2
of proper length. If both g1 and g2 present then we
can say that promoter region present. After that to
find stop codon, start search just after third
subsequence at interval of multiplication of three
base pairs. If the pattern of promoter mapping is
found, then the total number of iterations required to
execute the program is –

j = k, k = p4

∑ [((l-k) x 6 + (l-k) x 5 + (l-k) x 3) + (n1 x n2 x n3)] +
[(l-k) / 3]………(iv)

j = 0, k = 0

If the pattern of promoter mapping is not found, then
the total number of iterations required to execute the
program is –

[(l x 6 + l x 5 + l x 3) + (n1 x n2 x n3)] …….(vi)

III. RESULTS AND PROOF

This algorithm used to compute the presence of
promoter region of AlgT ECF sub family in
nucleotide sequence. This accepts nucleotide
sequence of length l (longer than length of promoter
region). After computing, it returns subsequence(s) of
pattern matched region commonly present inside the
nucleotide sequence.

To compute the AlgT algorithm, let we input a
nucleotide sequence S of length l, where l = 292.

ACGATAGATACAGATAGATCCTGAACTGATA
GACAGATAGATACACTGATACAGAACAAGAT
AGGAACTTAGCATAGATATAGCAGTTCTAAA
GCATGCAATGACGATAGATACAGATAGATCT
GATAGACAGATAGATACACGATAGATACAG
ATAGATCCTGAACTGATAGACAGATAGATAC
ACTGATACAGATAAGACAAGATAGGAACTTA
GCATAGATATAGCAGTTCTGAAGCATGCAAT
GACGATAGATACAGATAGATCCTGAACTGAT
AGACAGATAGATAC

First it finds the list of positions of first, second and
third subsequence pattern of promoter from first
position of nucleotide sequence S, where value of k is
0. Let pattern of subsequences are – GAACTT,
TCT[ACTG]A, and ATG respectively. The patter for
Stop codon is TAA/TAG/TGA. After computing, the
values for positions of subsequences are - p1(65,
210), p2(88, 122, 233), and p3(96, 101, 241, 246).

Now it finds possible gaps g1 and g2 between p1[n1] & p2[n2] and p2[n2] & p3[n3]. To compute the same, we do
following comparisons -

p1[1] < p2[1]
So the gap g1 = p2[1] – p1[1] – 6 = 88 – 65 – 6 = 17
g1 = 16 or 17 (between required gap length). So we precede the process.

p2[1] < p3[1]
So the gap g2 = p3[1] – p2[1] – 5 = 96 – 88 – 5 = 3
g2 is not between 4 to 10 17 (between required gap length). So we need to compute the g2 value with next
position of p3 list.

p2[1] < p3[2]
So the gap g2 = p3[2] – p2[1] – 5 = 101 – 88 – 5 = 8
g2 >= 4 and g2 <= 10. So we precede the process.
Now we need to find the position p4 for presence of Stop codon. The number of base pairs (gap g4) between
p4 and third subsequence must be in multiplication of three.
Position of Stop codon (p4) after third subsequence p3[2] + 5 = 146
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g3 = 146 – p3[2] - 3 = 146 - 101 - 3 = 42
42 is in multiplication of 3.
That means the pattern for promoter mapping found and the pattern is the consequence stretch of
subsequence of positions from p1 to p4 and is –

GAACTTAGCATAGATATAGCAGTTCTAAAGCATGCAATGACGATAGATACAGATAGATCTGATAG
ACAGATAGATACACGATAG

By recursion process, the length of subsequences
decreases. If the length of new nucleotide sequence is
sufficient, compute the algorithm recursively. Now to
find the other promoter region, we need to repeat the
same process with new sequence of nucleotide starts
from stop codon.

Now for next execution, the sequence is –

ATACAGATAGATCCTGAACTGATAGACAGAT
AGATACACTGATACAGATAAGACAAGATAG

GAACTTAGCATAGATATAGCAGTTCTGAAGC
ATGCAATGACGATAGATACAGATAGATCCTG
AACTGATAGACAGATAGATAC

The length of nucleotide sequence (l = 144) is
sufficient to execute the algorithm. Again first we
compute the positions of first, second and third
subsequence of promoter pattern from first position
of S, where value of k = p4 = 145. After computing,
the values for positions of subsequences are - p1(62),
p2(85), and p3(93, 98).

Now it finds possible gaps g1 and g2 between p1[n1] & p2[n2] and p2[n2] & p3[n3] with following comparisons -

p1[1] < p2[1]
So the gap g1 = p2[1] – p1[1] – 6 = 85 – 62 – 6 = 17
g1 = 16 or 17 (between required gap length). So we precede the process.

p2[1] < p3[1]
So the gap g2 = p3[1] – p2[1] – 5 = 93 – 85 – 5 = 3
g2 is not between 4 to 10 17 (between required gap length). So we need to compute the g2 value
with next position of p3 list.

p2[1] < p3[2]
So the gap g2 = p3[2] – p2[1] – 5 = 98 – 85 – 5 = 8
g2 >= 4 and g2 <= 10. So we precede the process.

Now we need to find the position p4 for presence of Stop codon. The number of base pairs (gap g4) between
p4 and third subsequence must be in multiplication of three.
Position of Stop codon (p4) after third subsequence p3[2] + 5 = 121

g3 = 122 – p3[2] + 3 = 122 - 98 - 3 = 21
21 is in multiplication of 3.

That means the pattern for promoter mapping found and the pattern is the consequence stretch of
subsequence of positions from p1 to p4 and is –
GAACTTAGCATAGATATAGCAGTTCTGAAGCATGCAATGACGATAGATACAGATAGATCCTG
A

Now we go to repeat first step to find next region
with new sequence of nucleotide starts from stop
codon. Now for next execution, the new sequence is
–

ACTGATAGACAGATAGATAC

The length of nucleotide sequence (l = 20) is not
sufficient to execute the algorithm. So algorithm exits
from further iteration.

IV. AVAILABILITY

Through bioinformatics approach, GenSolution is a
website, accessible at the URL
http://www.gensolution.org (now partner site of AZ
Group of Education & Technology: http://www.az-

group.org). This website provides biological
databases and modules to solve biological problems
by computational method. The author also
implements the algorithm for promoter mapping of
AlgT (ECF sub family of signa factor). This program
is accessible through drop down menu option of
SeqComparison present at website home page of
GenSolution web portal. It accepts nucleotide
sequence in text area (Figure 2). If promoter for AlgT
present in entered sequence then it displays desire
result (Figure 3) otherwise it displays a message -
“Sorry! Promoter region for AlgT does not exist”.
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Figure 2: Form to accept nucleotide sequence for promoter mapping of AlgT(ECF sub family of sigma factor)

If user entering listed nucleotide sequence then after
submitting it will displays result (Figure 3) with
showing all possible fragment of promoter for AlgT
with specific position indication.

Entered Sequence:
acgatagata cagatagatc ctgaactgat agacagatag
atacactgat acagaacaag ataggaactt agcatagata
tagcagttct aaagcatgca atgacgatag atacgatag atctgataga
cagatagata cacgatagat acagatagat cctgaactga
tagacagata gatacactga tacagataag acaagataag
aacttagcat agatatagca gttctgaagc atgcaatgac
gatagataca gatagataat gaactgatag acagatagat ac

Result page:

Figure 3: Result page of promoter mapping of AlgT(ECF sub family of sigma factor)
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I. BACKGROUND

Pseudomonas aeruginosa is an opportunistic pathogen that causes chronic infections in Cystic Fibrosis patients. Frequent nosocomial infections are caused by this pathogen. Many clinical isolates in particular from Cystic fibrosis patients exhibit a mucoid phenotype. This is due to copious production of the polysaccharide alginate. Alginate is an important virulence determinant for Pseudomonas aeruginosa. It is believed that it inhibits phagocytosis and potentially limits antibiotic efficacy due to limited antibiotic penetration. We have been interested in understanding the regulation and production of alginate in P. aeruginosa. AlgT is a member of the ECF subfamily of sigma factors. It has been shown to control expression from the 18 kb biosynthetic operon for alginate. Members of the ECF family of sigma factors exist in a diverse group of organisms where they respond to various forms of extra cytoplasmic stimuli. 

II. PROMOTER MAPPING OF AlgT (ECF SUB FAMILY OF SIGMA FACTOR)

The extracytoplasmic function (ECF) sigma factors are found in a diverse range of bacteria and many are activated to transcribe their regulons in response to a change in environmental conditions [13]. For example, ECF sigma factors regulate iron uptake and heat-shock responses in Escherichia coli [14], alginate biosynthesis and exotoxin secretion in Pseudomonas aeruginosa [15], carotenoid biosynthesis in Myxococcus Xanthus [16] and expression of the thioredoxin system in response to oxidative stress in Streptomyces coelicolor [17]. Here I present a proteomic analysis to examine the regulon for AlgT. We have identified and demonstrated that dsbA is under transcriptional control of AlgT. I present here characterization of this gene and additional potential components of the AlgT regulons.

There is a recursive program to find the AlgT promoter region in nucleotide sequence. This algorithm compute the sub sequence(s) – s(S1, S2, . . . , Sn) present in sequence (S) with pattern in which sequence start with pattern of AlgT promoter and end with Stop codon (TAA / TAG / TGA).  The pattern of promoter is – XXXXXX……XXX[XXXX]X……XXX……Stop. In this pattern X represents nucleotide base pair - A, C, T, and G. In this pattern the first gap should be 16 or 17 base pairs long, second gap should be 4 to 10 base pairs long and the third gap is up to any number of base pairs with multiplication of 3 (triplet codon for protein synthesis) followed by Stop codon. The minimum length of initial pattern for mapping is 37.  

Let S be a sequences in which we want to find out the presence of promoter region. To compute the same, we must first need to check the length of sequence S larger than minimum length of pattern. If found then proceed the process to find pattern of promoter region. First we need to find the presence of first, second, and third sub strings of patter in entire length of given nucleotide sequence and then if found then need to find the position of the presence of respective string. Let the position be p1, p2, and p3 respectively. Now we need to find the gap length between p1 & p2 and p2 & p3. Let the respective gap be g1 and g2.  If the first gap length (g1) is equal to 16 or 17 and the second gap length (g2) is between 4 to 10, then we need to find Stop codon after p3. If Stop codon present then the substring from the initial position of p1 to stop codon is the sub sequence s(S1) which promote the sigma factor for ECF sub family. Now recursively we find the next sub sequences s( S2, S3. . . . . , Sn) in new string left after stop codon position.     



Algorithm   Promoter Mapping of AlgT - ECF Subfamily

	Input: nucleotide sequence (S)

	Output: Position and Subsequence of AlgT - P(S)

	pro_seq1        xxxxxx

          	pro_seq2        xxx[xxxx]x

          	pro_seq3         xxx

	pro_seq         pro_seq1, pro_seq2, pro_seq3

	min_length         length of AlgT Sequence pattern

	new_seq          S

	l          length of S

    	for k         l to min_length  do  

		if length(new_seq) > min_length  then

			new_seq         promap (new_seq)

	promap (new_seq)

	for j          1 to 3 do

		indices[j]        push (indices[j], position(new_seq, pro_seq[j]) –  len(pro_seq[j]))

for i          0 to indices[0] do

	for j          0 to indices[1] do

		p1         indices[0][i] + 1

		p2         indices[1][j] + 1

		if p1 < p2 and flag1 = false then g1        p2 - p1 – len(pro_seq[0]

			if g1 = 16 or g1 = 17 then flag1        true

if flag1 = true then

	for k        0 to indices[2] do

		p3        indices[2][k] + 1

		if p2 < p3 and flag2 = false then g2        p3 - p2 - len(pro_seq[2]

		if  g2 >= 4 and g2 <= 10 then flag2         true

if flag2 = true then

for j         (p3+2) to length(new_seq) do step 3

	if subsequence(new_seq, j, 3) = Stop Codon then p4        j

result_seq        subsequence (new_seq, p1 - 1, p4 - p1 + 4)

	return subsequence(new_seq, p4)



Figure 1: An algorithm for promoter mapping of AlgT (ECF sub family of sigma factor)



Time complexity:

The time complexity of this programming operation depends on the length of genomic sequences. To see this, first we need to match all three pattern of subsequence part of promoter and make a separate list of positions of their presence in entered nucleotide sequence. This is the dominant term in the time complexity. Now we need to match pairs of such positions in which gap g1 and g2 of required length present. After getting the gaps, we need to find stop codon just after third subsequence at interval of tinplate codon. If found then we can say that promoter region present otherwise not present in nucleotide sequence. After getting the pattern of promoter region, we start to search next promoter region with making a new nucleotide sequence (part of original nucleotide sequence after stop codon of previous pattern). 

Let we are entering the nucleotide sequence of length l base pairs log. Total list of positions found for all three subsequences of pattern is p1[n1], p2[n2], and p3[n3] respectively. The sum of all searches is computed as –

l x 6 + l x 5 + l x 3………………	(i)

Out of these positions only one from each subsequence is responsible to make a single pattern for promoter mapping. Now we need to perform number of all possible matches to get proper required gaps g1 and g2 between two successive sub sequences of promoter region by getting positions from n1, n2, and n3. The sum of all possible comparisons can be computed as – 

n1 x n2 x n3………………..………..(ii)

The above all possible search can be computed in closed form as follows – 

[(l x 6 + l x 5 + l x 3) + (n1 x n2 x n3)]…….	(iii)

If gap g1 of proper length found, then we find gap g2 of proper length. If both g1 and g2 present then we can say that promoter region present. After that to find stop codon, start search just after third subsequence at interval of multiplication of three base pairs. If the pattern of promoter mapping is found, then the total number of iterations required to execute the program is –

j = k, k = p4

∑   [((l-k) x 6 + (l-k) x 5 + (l-k) x 3) + (n1 x n2 x n3)] + [(l-k) / 3]………(iv)

j = 0, k = 0

If the pattern of promoter mapping is not found, then the total number of iterations required to execute the program is –

[(l x 6 + l x 5 + l x 3) + (n1 x n2 x n3)] …….(vi)

III. RESULTS AND PROOF

This algorithm used to compute the presence of promoter region of AlgT ECF sub family in nucleotide sequence. This accepts nucleotide sequence of length l (longer than length of promoter region). After computing, it returns subsequence(s) of pattern matched region commonly present inside the nucleotide sequence.    

To compute the AlgT algorithm, let we input a nucleotide sequence S of length l, where l = 292.

ACGATAGATACAGATAGATCCTGAACTGATAGACAGATAGATACACTGATACAGAACAAGATAGGAACTTAGCATAGATATAGCAGTTCTAAAGCATGCAATGACGATAGATACAGATAGATCTGATAGACAGATAGATACACGATAGATACAGATAGATCCTGAACTGATAGACAGATAGATACACTGATACAGATAAGACAAGATAGGAACTTAGCATAGATATAGCAGTTCTGAAGCATGCAATGACGATAGATACAGATAGATCCTGAACTGATAGACAGATAGATAC

First it finds the list of positions of first, second and third subsequence pattern of promoter from first position of nucleotide sequence S, where value of k is 0. Let pattern of subsequences are – GAACTT, TCT[ACTG]A, and ATG respectively. The patter for Stop codon is TAA/TAG/TGA. After computing, the values for positions of subsequences are - p1(65, 210), p2(88, 122, 233), and p3(96, 101, 241, 246). 



Now it finds possible gaps g1 and g2 between p1[n1] & p2[n2] and p2[n2] & p3[n3]. To compute the same, we do following comparisons -  

	p1[1]  <  p2[1] 

		So the gap g1 = p2[1] – p1[1] – 6 = 88 – 65 – 6 = 17

		g1 = 16 or 17 (between required gap length). So we precede the process.

	p2[1]  <  p3[1] 

		So the gap g2 = p3[1] – p2[1] – 5 = 96 – 88 – 5 = 3

		g2 is not between 4 to 10 17 (between required gap length). So we need to compute the g2 value with next 			position of p3 list.

	p2[1]  <  p3[2]

		So the gap g2 = p3[2] – p2[1] – 5 = 101 – 88 – 5 = 8

		g2 >= 4 and g2 <= 10. So we precede the process.  

		Now we need to find the position p4 for presence of Stop codon. The number of base pairs (gap g4) between 		p4 and third subsequence must be in multiplication of three. 

		Position of Stop codon (p4) after third subsequence p3[2] + 5 = 146

		g3 = 146 – p3[2] - 3 = 146 - 101 - 3 = 42 

		42 is in multiplication of 3.

		That means the pattern for promoter mapping found and the pattern is the consequence stretch of 				subsequence of positions from p1 to p4 and is –

	GAACTTAGCATAGATATAGCAGTTCTAAAGCATGCAATGACGATAGATACAGATAGATCTGATAG	ACAGATAGATACACGATAG



By recursion process, the length of subsequences decreases. If the length of new nucleotide sequence is sufficient, compute the algorithm recursively. Now to find the other promoter region, we need to repeat the same process with new sequence of nucleotide starts from stop codon. 

Now for next execution, the sequence is –

ATACAGATAGATCCTGAACTGATAGACAGATAGATACACTGATACAGATAAGACAAGATAGGAACTTAGCATAGATATAGCAGTTCTGAAGCATGCAATGACGATAGATACAGATAGATCCTGAACTGATAGACAGATAGATAC

The length of nucleotide sequence (l = 144) is sufficient to execute the algorithm. Again first we compute the positions of first, second and third subsequence of promoter pattern from first position of S, where value of k = p4 = 145. After computing, the values for positions of subsequences are - p1(62), p2(85), and p3(93, 98).



Now it finds possible gaps g1 and g2 between p1[n1] & p2[n2] and p2[n2] & p3[n3] with following comparisons -  

	p1[1]  <  p2[1] 

		So the gap g1 = p2[1] – p1[1] – 6 = 85 – 62 – 6 = 17

		g1 = 16 or 17 (between required gap length). So we precede the process.

	p2[1]  <  p3[1] 

		So the gap g2 = p3[1] – p2[1] – 5 = 93 – 85 – 5 = 3

		g2 is not between 4 to 10 17 (between required gap length). So we need to compute the g2 value with next position of p3 list.

	p2[1]  <  p3[2]

		So the gap g2 = p3[2] – p2[1] – 5 = 98 – 85 – 5 = 8

		g2 >= 4 and g2 <= 10. So we precede the process.  

	Now we need to find the position p4 for presence of Stop codon. The number of base pairs (gap g4) between p4 and third subsequence must be in multiplication of three. 

	Position of Stop codon (p4) after third subsequence p3[2] + 5 = 121

		g3 = 122 – p3[2] + 3 = 122 - 98  - 3 = 21 

		21 is in multiplication of 3.

That means the pattern for promoter mapping found and the pattern is the consequence stretch of subsequence of positions from p1 to p4 and is –

GAACTTAGCATAGATATAGCAGTTCTGAAGCATGCAATGACGATAGATACAGATAGATCCTGA



Now we go to repeat first step to find next region with new sequence of nucleotide starts from stop codon. Now for next execution, the new sequence is –

ACTGATAGACAGATAGATAC

The length of nucleotide sequence (l = 20) is not sufficient to execute the algorithm. So algorithm exits from further iteration.

IV. AVAILABILITY

Through bioinformatics approach, GenSolution is a website, accessible at the URL http://www.gensolution.org (now partner site of AZ Group of Education & Technology: http://www.az-group.org). This website provides biological databases and modules to solve biological problems by computational method. The author also implements the algorithm for promoter mapping of AlgT (ECF sub family of signa factor). This program is accessible through drop down menu option of SeqComparison present at website home page of GenSolution web portal.  It accepts nucleotide sequence in text area (Figure 2). If promoter for AlgT present in entered sequence then it displays desire result (Figure 3) otherwise it displays a message - “Sorry! Promoter region for AlgT does not exist”.  





[image: ]

Figure 2: Form to accept nucleotide sequence for promoter mapping of AlgT(ECF sub family of sigma factor)



If user entering listed nucleotide sequence then after submitting it will displays result (Figure 3) with showing all possible fragment of promoter for AlgT with specific position indication.











Entered Sequence:

acgatagata cagatagatc ctgaactgat agacagatag atacactgat acagaacaag ataggaactt agcatagata tagcagttct aaagcatgca atgacgatag atacgatag atctgataga cagatagata cacgatagat acagatagat cctgaactga tagacagata gatacactga tacagataag acaagataag aacttagcat agatatagca gttctgaagc atgcaatgac gatagataca gatagataat gaactgatag acagatagat ac



Result page:
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Figure 3: Result page of promoter mapping of AlgT(ECF sub family of sigma factor)
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